Current Gas Station Operation in US
The typical driving distance to refueling is 2-3 miles Maximum acceptable distance between gas stations on national highway is 25 miles (according to GM) 170,000 gas stations in US; 100 major metro areas for 70% population; 120 stations for a large city; 130,000 mile national highway There would be a market penetration threshold level for the H 2 economy to proceed, i.e. enough fueling stations for FCV Energy companies will invest in these stations only if H 2 and FCV are clearly going to move forward Nexant team can decide this threshold level in the study based on the maximum acceptable driving time to the station Government will allow phase-in period of several years for this initial buildup Gas stations will coexist with H2 stations until the full H2 economy is reached As the transition to H2 economy will invoke huge investment even for the initial build up, it will accelerate to completion once the energy companies decide to pursue it (similar to the switch from horse carriages to automobiles) Due to this reason, energy companies will build the production and delivery infrastructure based on a longer term vision to minimize transition waste and cost If NG is still available and allowed to be used for many many years at that point, NG pipelines will not be available to ship H2; the possible options are then:
• On-site generation by SR or electrolyzer
• Central H2 plant to deliver LH/GH/H2 carriers by truck/rail/(new) pipeline
• H2 blending into NG pipelines with separation at the end If NG is close to depletion or not allowed (due to carbon emission) at that point, then the use of NG pipelines for H2 delivery is an additional option but on-site SR is not an option If NG will be depleted during the course of H2 infrastructure buildup (assume to be over a long duration); then we will face a complex situation 
Questions to Be Answered in This Project
Pipeline delivery is the choice at high H2 demand but:
• Are there better options (novel H2 carriers, methanol/ethanol)?
• For options still in development, what are their cost reduction potentials?
• Should DOE fund the R&D for these options?
When will the pipeline delivery become the choice?
• The threshold demand level required?
• Transition solutions between the threshold and full H2 economy?
What are the options for rural area? How to do the transition smoothly at least cost?
• Need to also consider the fueling station transition Can we build upon the existing delivery infrastructure? Just how much are the infrastructure capital requirements?
• For both the transition and full H2 economy periods
• What R&D should DOE fund to significantly reduce these costs; including the compression/storage at fueling stations ?
Project Assumptions

H2 economy will prevail and proceed
• ONL is doing dynamic modeling to determine the H2 economy future based on cost competitiveness with other modes of energy supplies, including the supply-demand factors and impacts of policies/regulations/incentives
• A major objective of our project is to provide good database for various delivery scenarios considered in the dynamic modeling H2 required will be produced only in central plants for delivery to fueling stations -i.e. excluding on-site production Consider only H2 demand for LDV
• Stationary energy can be provided by carbon free power
• Transportation cannot use carbon free power unless electric car technology is back; there is no C-free fuel for transportation, except H2
• Why not HDV? H2 fuel for trucks to delivery GH/LH?
• Why not H2 for stationary if H2 cost can be reduced? • Project experiences: leakage prevention, maintenance tools, conversion of oil/gas lines for GH, etc.
• Issues to address: H2 embrittlement, codes/standards, odorants, etc.
• • Issues to address: ability to isolate portion to facilitate H2 transport; material compatibility to deliver H2; survey of right of way (ROW) in urban area and rural area 
